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Kelvil Dewey deised his Decimal Clssification nrimarilv for ns,:' in crlt-

logs and orly secondarily for use in shr;cilf arrang.ement of books and decn-

ments. However, through the years, with the triumph of the dictionary cata-

log and the use of specific subject headings, the Nor-A.I American acceptance

of the Dewey system has come more and more to be for shelf use, though in

many other lands, notably, for instance, the Unitel Kingdom, it has had

wide use in classed catalogs. Only recently, with the development of rArl.RC

and other machine-readahl2systems, has it become appreciated in the

largely through the stuf:les oC John Carson Rather. that the Decimal kaassi-

fication, because of is hierarchical notation, Dresents.tertain very real

advantages as a basis for machine searching, particularly for broad sub-

jects.

7t, may be said, therefore, that Dewey's crelen-tials as an avenu..1 Cor

access to educ Iio li ia4iire carry

Ydqcation is the social science that deals with the process of prvid-

ing or acquiring knowledge, skill, competence, desirable qualities of be-
. _

havior or character through formal instructIn, training, study.

We must think of education in thecontet oC Me social sciences, r

which it is one of the Nos-, important. Certain aspects of various ctier

social science disciples are Lunt into Dewey's education schedule,

which in some instances eliminfv,es the need to consult o',her

First, lei us k a general treaklown of the educat',on section.

'v:e start out with genc:ral (_!queation at 37o. liere we find applied to :,he

discipline as a whole such genervil principles as pl-iiiosophy, psycholy,

a!1,1 sociolo;:y. This dc:velopment, keepsmost publications in 370, not forcinfr,

us to place them in other areas of the classification system.
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At 370.7 we have' a special expansion on what we might call educa',Iun in

education. This development has been sd"-1 for-h to chow those special aspec-s

of the study and teachin[; of the discipline of education that are not rrount

out by the use of regular standard subdivision 07; for example, practice

teaching at 370.733.

371 presents in array in subdivisions .1-.8 most of the general princi-

ples of educa,ion. These subdivisions are then used to show the same prin-

ciples applied to snecific levels of education under their respective

numbers, 372 for elemenary education, 373 for secondary education, 374

for adult education, ancl 378 for higher education. 375 is used for cur-

riculums. If, for example, we have a work on elementary school teaching

class it in 372.1102, a composite number built from the number for 6en-

eral principles'of education at the elementary level, 372.1, plus t.Ie ap-

Frutur.ln.t-e-sndiv-isi31;1'1214om 371; i:e:','371:IG2T-

At 371.9 we have special education, which is a subdiscipline of i 2 own.

We define special edupation as education of people'Who.have alnormalphsj

cal, mental, or social differences. Fvery aspect of special education,

..reardless or level, is classed at the appropriate-Suudivision of 371.9.

The section 376, education of women, has created some controversy.

'ven before the advent of the women's lfberation movement, it Was f:lt

that number should be eliminated because education of women should

not bc-- p:iven difforent treatment than is given education in general or

education of men; education should.betboucilt of as a totality. :However,

the amunt of literature being placed in this' nber is on the wane. Most

works nowadays are on specific omen's schools or colleges, and are class-

ed in 372, 3.7, or 378 with the various levels.
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AL 377, schools and religion, we are lble to chow schools supported

by Christian and other groups, and we allo have a provision for show-

ing the interaction between schools and religion, such as prayer in

the schools at 377.1.

At 379 we have educ,..tion and the state. This includes regulation, con-

and support of pu'aic education. Tn previous editions education and

the state was classed at 350.85 for the Public administration aspects, but

now all material of that nature is classed in 379. However, 379 is not yet

developed as fully as we would like to make specific provision for all our

needs.

Inasmuch as we may add standard subdivision 07 to the number for any

specific subject being studied or taught, the study and teaching of spe-

cific subjects takes us outside the education schedule. For example, a

_ .. work , s tudzt. and_ t,P.Laching. of. the_ _sac

level will be found at 300.7. However, study and teaching at the ele-

mentary level does not use standard subdivision 07, but is classed in 372,

e.g., a work on study anl teaching of the social sciences at a level below

high school will be classed in 372.83044. i;evertheless, ve do not any

longer class elementari textbooks on a enecific subject with elementary

education, but rather wil:h the appror: subject; for example, a

textbook for elementary school use g lith the general history of

the United States in all periods is no%: nlassed in 973 in th same manner

-is we would class textbooks on U.S. history for secOndary and higher levels,

or generaltreatises on the subject.



Before we go further, let us point crAt that what immediately follows

deals with weaknesses of the present, 16h edition, text, and then we

shall try to explain wh.2-t is being done to improve the situation.

'The Dewey Decimal Classification has not always kept pace with the

rapidly changing field oC education. As it now stands, subject access to

some education literatre can be frustrating for both the classifier and

the patron. Many works have been misplaced, simply because there is no

named provision for their subjects. Some of the terminology in the sched-

ule is out of date and violates Une principles, views, and theories of

modern educators.

Fcr many subjects numerous aspects are spelled out, and we can get to

them either with the aid of the index or through direct consultation of

the schedules. On te other hand many are not. For example, the gen(!ral

-as-gctg-or-diffrefft±an-1.---otafl'ing-''ilbula-be-Clatis-Sd-at-37=4;-t4ith'or-

ganization of the teaching force, while wriang of bebavorial objecties

is usually a part of tbe lesson plan and must be classed with lesson

plans and planning at 371.3.

efinitiono, scope notes, synonyms, instruction notes, cross references,

and other useful devices indicate what should be included under specific

heaaings. 'However, unier many of the categories there are not tnough sub-

divisions giving separate provision for specific subtopics; for example,

we may have a work on controversy surrounding a headstart program, for which'

there is no separate number, and find ourselves compelled to class it with

general worhs on preschool institutions. '.re may have a work on the Montes-

sori'method of education, but we can class it only with its broad cate-

gory as a method of instruction in 372.13.
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We lack specific provision for such i:urrent topics as the school withJut

walls, the open classroom, and middle scAols. Depending on the emphasis we

class the school withouC walls with types of schools or with teaching methods.

The open classroom is confined to the elementary level, and our pro11.2m wiLh

it has been whether to treat it as a method of instruction (which we have dole)

or as an aspect or grouping for instruction. The idea behind the middle

school today is that it provides a haven for the elementary school graduate

mho is not emotionally or otherwise ready for junior high school. The

middle school is beyond the elementary level but 11,t, ye.L. at the junior high

level. We have classed the c-,-ncept 373.236, which is the number for the

slomer level of secondary schools, of which junior high schools are an ex-

ample,.

One of our more vexing problems at this point has been our inability

, the- s-c,h-edulez.-.- 1";,J 'ad-cquat-e- provil:7-1cfrrrc-if --M--e---cIa-Tffs'irisc.a,-i on

of v6cational education.

.yr,lany new concepts and innovations in education leave us with no Pre-
": ,

cise'Adace for proper classification. As for changes in terminology, one

..10gestion has been that at 371.967, instead of "socially and culturally

Jeprived", the text sbculd say. "socially and culturally different."

Another coneepL that has created problems is behavior modification.

Lave no specific number for this, and have to treat the subject accord-

ing Lo the material at hand: with educational psychology in 370.15 and

370.152, and also with teaching in 371.102.
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We are often confronted with the problem of making distinctions nmonc,

further education, higher education, an6!adult education. The Thraso

tntiruing Olation is used interchangeably witl, adult education. tem-

14from th).$1:re have the problem of further education. In general e
: A

class this with adult education at 374. However, we must make the dis-

titction as to whether further education should be thought of as adult;

education or as higher education (378). Adult education includes ;dnds

of educational activity that are primarily remedial. Continuing educa-

tion suggests formal educational activity that cannot be carried on at

an earlier age.

Whenever the granting of a degree is involved we go outside adult

education and class with higher education. Some colleges and universi-

ties have evening courses set up for those who cannot attend day scho:a;

howr, they-ale in'DnrsUit Or a:degree, ait acq.uirIng'it

on an extended basis. ronseauently, this is considered higher edtrcation.

:Yur classification schedules do not readily define those distinctioal_________

so we are often confused as to which place is better for a particular

title. What may appear to be adult could actually be higher education,

anti vice versa.

There are other subjects that are difficult to get to; for examnle,

accountability might have.many aspects and could hardly be indexed under

ail of them. The-same true of futurism, of sensitivity training, and

of innovations in education. In addition, there are inconsistencies in

classifying various sW)jects such as educational gmnes, education of women,

career education, scilool leaving age.
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Ye can use the index to get to most of our education subjects;

however, this is not always feasible bec.!Wuse the schedules do not ade-

quately provide for all subjects with which we are confronted. For ex-

ample, if busing is dealt with as transportation of students, it si,ould

be classed in 371.87; or, if it is dealt with as a means to achieve de-

segregation or racial balance, it should be classed in 370.19342.

There are some terms that are not in the index, such as performance

contracting, free schools, open schools, truancy; and some'terms in

which the educational acpccts are not indexed, such as simulation and

assessment.

Why, then, haven't we as editors made the necessary additions and

changes that as classifiers we find waAting? There has been considerable

demand, especially from l'ritain, for a phoenix, Lhat is, a totally re-

st:11-aiu-lea-2o-r-mtl-re-mat ie-s- ant ltn-tniz.--

current, 18th, edition of Dewey, and that for sociology in the forthcoming

19th edition. This would enable us to rationalize and systematize the

whole section, giving, for example, parallel treatment to education at the

various levels. However, in education as elsewhere there are those librar-

ians rho object strenously to changes in shelf classification on eco-

nomic grounds, saying that new subjects should just be fitted as best

they nan within the existing archaic framework. Obviously we cannot com-

pletely restructure more than a few sections in any one edition, else our

users would be confronted by an impossible task of assimilation, and always

there are other --ctions that cry even louder than education for phoenix

treatment.
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However, we can nJw happily assure -)11 that .7.1.Ation 19 due prc.Lai-ly AA

.1979, will make up for '-early all the lZks and shortcomings just describel

Tt will include a great deal of new terminology and many new concepts, bu

only threv or four relocations. I wien,we,could have gone further fasor,:

ut the inherent conscrvatism of Dewey users, especially for shelvilv: pur-

poses, bas been an inhjbiting factor.

The kn_wledge exnlosion of course has affected all aspects of librar-

ianship; however, we feel ';hat ',he Proliferation of materials has affected

classification more ',han it has many other library operations. We have a

prescribed sys1;em of classification which we are Le apply to the literat.ure.

'f;ot only is the literature vast but there -,.re new concepts that make it a

scramble to keep up to date. A field l'Ike education experienbes chan,w

each lay and A:.; is not feasible :or us constantly to change our schedules.

.1.1111s , develop..

such a way that we can hanrle most of the litera';ure in a fairly accurate

manner withz:ut makinL7 mind-berpling and heart-breaking decisions on too

many titles.

to


